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Dear Young Reader, 
Come and join us in a trip across the Soviet Union 

and see what an interesting land it is. 



HOW OUR STORY BEGAN 

I have a friend named Dima. He's six years old. 

Naturally, Dima wants to know all about everything. 

One day he said, "Where are we now?" 

"In an apartment." 

"And where is it?" 
"In our house." 

"And where's our hou·se?" 

"In our street:" . 
"And where's our street?" 

"In Moscow." 

"And where's Moscow?" 

"In the Soviet Union. That's what our country 1s 

called. You know that." 

"Yes. But what's our country like?" 

That was a question that made me stop to think. 

Finally, I said, "You'll have to see for yourself if you 

want to really find out." 
"How?" 

"Oh, there are different ways. Hiking is the best way 

to see a country, or going by horse. You can also 

travel by car or boat, or train. The very fastest way is 

by plane, though you won't see as much that way." 

"Let's go by plane! Where do we get the plane?". 



"At the airport," I said. 

There are several airports in Moscow. Over a 

hundred planes take off from these airports each day, 

and over a hundred land every day. The planes fly to 

cities all over the country. They also fly to all corners 

of the earth . 

"Which airport should we go to?" I asked Dima. 

"The biggest one," Dim a was quick to answer. 

AN UNUSUAL JOURNEY 
,. 

And so we set off for the biggest airport. 

When we got there we looked at the field and 

saw many different planes. There were small I L-12's 

and IL-14's. ·There were the big TU's and the still 

bigger I L's. Then there were the really huge Antei's. 

Dima knows all about planes. He's an expert on 

planes. 

"Which plane do we take?" I asked . 

"The biggest one." 

Dima and I took our seats in the biggest, most un

usual kind of plane. Soon we were off. 

Since our plane was not an ordinary one, our 

journey was not an ordinary kind of journey, either. 

We were going to visit the whole country on this one 

trip. 



THE CAPITAL 

Dima's eyes grew big when he looked down. 

We were flying over a huge city. We could see 

streets, squares, houses, parks, factories and stadiums. 

Soon we were flying over · the Kremlin, the Palace 

of Congresses and the Moskva River. 

"Is all of this Moscow?" Dima asked. 

"Yes, this is Moscow, ·the capital of our country 

and the capital of the Russian Federation." 



CARS, TRUCKS AND BISON 

Our plane was higher than the clouds. All we 
could see were sky and clouds with the sun to the 
right of us. 



~re you pleased?" I asked Dima. 

"Yes," he said. Then he thought a while and said, 

"No." 
"Why not?" 

"Because. I like flying in a plane, but I don't like 

not seeing anything." . 

"We'll fix that in a jiffy. This is a very special 

plane, you know." 



We asked the pilot to fly a bit lower. Soon we were 
flying under the clouds, and we could see the earth 
again. We were now flying over the Ukraine."' 

"' The Soviet Union (official name- the USSR- Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics) is a state consisting o f fifteen 
republics, all of them enjoying equal rights. The names of 
these republics are: the Ukraine, Byelorussia, Moldavia, 
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Russia, Turkmenia, Kazakhstan, 
K.irghizia, Uzbekistan, Taj1kistan , Georgia, Armenia and 
Azerbaijan. 



"What's that?" Dima said, pointing to the large yel
low squares on the ground. 

"Those are wheat fields. Wheat is. what white 
bread is made of." 

"What's that?" 
"Those are fields of clover." 
"And that, over there?" 
"Those are fields of sugar beet. That's what sugar 

1 s made of." 
We were flying over fields, villages, cities and 

factories. Then we saw the Dnieper, the biggest river 
in the Ukraine. Kiev, the .capital of the Ukraine, is a 
great and beautiful city. If· stands on the bank of the 
Dnieper River. 

We looked down and saw a dam. 
"What's that?" Dima asked. 
"That's the Dnieper hydro-power station. There was 

a time when it was the biggest power station in the 
country. Now there are many much bigger than this. 
They produce electricity." 

There was a big city near the Dnieper power 
plant. The streets in it were lined with trees. We saw 
factory stacks among the trees. 

"Do you know what the smallest Soviet cars are?" 
asked Dima. 

"Sure! The Zaporozhets ." 
"Right. And this is where they' re made, in the city 

of Zaporozhye. Next comes Donbas Region. That' s 
where they mine coal and smelt iron. You can't 



build a single car or truck without meta l. There's another 

Ukrainian city named Lvov. That is where the Lvov, 

Tourist and Sputnik buses are made." 
"I know. I rode in a Lvov bus. They have everything 

here in the Ukraine, don't they?" 

"Remember when we were flying over Moscow we 

saw all kinds of factories? Well, it's the same everywhe

re. Each region and each republic makes something 
that it's known for ." 

No sooner had I said that than we saw orchards 
and vineyards beiow. 

"We're flying over Moldavia . now," I said. The 



Mofdavians grow wonderful grapes, apples, pears, 
plums and tobacco." 

"Tobacco? That's for you." 
uYes, it is. But the canned fruit they produce is for 

you." 
"When are we going to see where the biggest 

trucks are made?" 
"Very soon now." 
Indeed, we were soon flying over Byelorussia. 

There were fields of many colours below. 
"That blue field is f iax," I said. "And those are 

potato fields, and cabbage fields." 



Dima was the first to 
spot Minsk, the capital city 
of Byelorussia. 

"This is where the big
gest trucks are made," I 
said. "They can carry a load 
of twenty-five tons and 
some can carry forty tons 
and even more." 

"They' re called MAZ 
trucks, I know! If you park 
a Zaporozhets next to one 
of the MAZ trucks it'll look 
like a baby." 

I wanted to talk about 
something besides cars and 
trucks. We were now flying 
over the Byelovezhskaya 
Wildlife Reserve. All we 
cou Id see were forests 
below. 

"There are bison in the 
forests here. Do you know 
what a bison is?" 

"Sure. I saw one at the 
zoo. The emblem on all the 
MAZ trucks is a bison, too. 
Right?" 

We were talking about 
trucks again! 



AMBER AND 
·THE OTHER PASSENGERS 

Naturally, Dima and I were not the only passengers 
aboard the plane. There .were many others. Suddenly, 
one of them said to the stewardess: "We haven't come 
to Amber Town yet, have we?" 

"What's that?" Dim a asked. 
"Don't you know what'" amber is? A big boy like 

you!" the man said. 
I could see that Dima didn't like that. "What's 

amber?" he asked. 
"Amber is the sap of a pine-tree that was flooded by 

the sea thousands of years ago," the man explained. 
"The sea water had a strange effect on the sap. lt 
turned it into a beautiful kind of stone. I 'm from the 
Town of Amber myself. We get amber from the sea. 
That's my job. If you come along with me, I' 11 show 
you how it's done. And I'll give you an amber p1n or 
a string of amber beads for your mother." 

"Thank you," Dim a said. 
Just then the Town· of Amber appeared below. 

lt stands on the shore of the Baltic Sea. 



But now, many of the 
passengers had joined our 
conversation. 

"Amber is a fine thing, " 
a Lithuanian passenger said. 
"But there are other valuab
le things in the Baltic Sea. 
We build boats for fisher
men. V ou need good boats 
to haul in big catches. " 

"We mine shale, to heat 
homes 1n winter. Shale 
burns just as well as coal, " 
an Estonian passenger joi
ned the conversation. "We 
also catch fish, make paper 
and supply milk and butter 
for the country." 

"We make radios and 
Latvia minibuses," said ano
ther Latvian. 

"We patrol our seas, " 
said a sailor. "In planes, in 
ships and in submarines. 
That's to make sure our 
people live in peace." 



Af\JOTHER CAPITAL 

Finally, our plane nosed down for a landing. 

"This is our first stop," the stewardess said. 
Dima looked down, and saw an enormous city. 

He said in a very disappointed voice: "Are we back in 

Moscow already?" 



"No," I said. "This isn't Moscow, it's Leningrad, a 
big and famous city, one of the biggest in Russia." 

While our plane was refuelling, Dima and I did a 
bit of sight-seeing in Leningrad. We rode up and 
down its straight and beautiful streets, then down the 
Neva River embankment. 



..,.,Long, long ago, there were only swamps and 

forests where these streets and squares are now," 

I said. "Then a city was built under Tsar Peter the 

Great. Here, many years later in 1917, a proletarian 

revolution was accomplished under the leadership 

_,, 
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of Vladimir llyich Lenin. The signal for the revolution 
to start was a shot fired by the cruiser Aurora. lt is 
moored in the Neva River now. Young naval cadets 
come aboard her to study. People from all over who 
visit Leningrad always want to see the famous ship. 



THE PLENTIFUL VOLGA 

We flew straight from the Baltic to the banks of 

the Volga, the great Russian river. The Volga is dear 

to the heart of every Russian. Vladimir llyich Lenin 

was born in the Volga town of Ulyanovsk. In ancient 

times Russians battled. against their enemies here. 

Soviet soldiers defeate·d the Nazi armies here at 

Stalingrad during the Second World War. 

The Volga is indeed a beautiful nver. lt is also 

called The Plentifu I. 

"You can find anything you can think of on the 

Volga," I said to Dim a. 
11 

Anything?" I could see that he didn't believe me. 

"Yes." 

Dima thought this over for a while. I knew he was 

trying to think of something very tricky to ask me. 

"What about cars and trucks?" 

This made me laugh. All he could think of were 

cars and trucks! 

"Look down below," I said. "See the big plant 

there? That's where they make cars and trucks. They 

make · four kinds of automobiles there: the Volga, the 

Chaika." 
"And the new Zhiguli." 



"Besides, they make the sturdy GAZ-69' s." 
Large self-propelled barges carry cars, trucks, wheat, 

oil, prefabricated houses, machinery, clothing and fish 
along the Volga. All of these are made or grown along 
the Volga. 

Great dams were built across the river. The water 
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beyond the dams spread and spread unti I it formed 

regular seas. Power lines take electricity generated by 

the Volga to all parts of the country from here. 

There are big pipelines along the banks of the 

Volga. What is in the pipes? Natural gas and oil. The 

Volga supplies the country with natural gas and oil, ·too. 



Dima looked and liste
ned, but I could see he was 
thinking about something 
else. "What about cosmo
nauts?" he asked. 

"Yuri Gagarin and Her
man Titov, the two first 
Soviet cosmonauts, landed 
their spaceships in Saratov 
Region. That's right near 
the Volga." 



HOW DOES IT WALK? 

Soon we were flying over the Urals. lt IS a land 
of mountains, forests and plains. 

The lJral Mountains are rich in metal ores and 
semi-precious stones. There are wheat fields in the 
plains, fur-bearing ani.mals in the forests and fish in 

the rivers and streams there. 





Many famous people come from this region. Dur
ing the war they built mighty tanks and guns which 

helped . to defeat the enemy. Now they are building 
cars, and tractors for the fields, and walking excava
tors to mine the ore. 



Dima was most interested in walking excavators. 

"What are they like?" 
"They walk along, and each scoop fills up a big 

dump-truck." 



- "How do they walk?" 
"On two big shoes, or, rather, on 

the excavator picks up one ski and moves 

then the other. That's how it walks." 

skis. First, 
it forward, 



SUMMER AND W INTER 
AT THE SAME TIME 

Our plane began to follow a railway line. We cou ld 
clearly see the trains moving along. 

"Where are they going?" Dima asked. 
"To Siberia and the Far East." 
"Where is that?" 
"Siberia and the Far East are two very large and 

rich parts .of our country which lie in Asia." 
We flew over Siberia for many hours, and Dima 

kept firing questions at me. 



-- "What's this river called? And that one?" 
I had to name the rivers as we flew over them: the 

Ob, the I rtysh, the Angara, the Venisei, the Lena, and 
then the Amur. 

Dima now wanted to know: 

"And what's that railway runn1ng through the 
taiga? lt's called BAM, is it?" 

"You're right. lt's the Baikai-Amur railway, a great 
construction project of our day. Tho~sands of kilo
metres have already been built from Ust-Kut to the 
Pacific Ocean through the heart of the taiga. Along 
the railway dozens of towns and hundreds of bridges 
have been built, and numerous tunnels have been dug 
through the mountains. 



There are many cities, 
both old and new, in Si
beria and the Far East, and 
new cities and factories 
keep going up in the wil
derness. 

They are being built in 
a new way, too. Before, 
each house was built of 
bricks. lt took a long time to 
build a house, one brick at 
a time. Now house-building 
factories make walls, stair
ways and ceilings. A tower 
crane puts a house together 
just as if it were made of 
building blocks. lt only ta
kes a month to put up a big 
house this way. 

Huge electric power 
plants are being built across 
the great Siberian rivers. 
Boats sai I up and down the 
rivers, and tug-boats guide 
rafts of logs. 

Lake Baikal, which is just 
as big as a sea, is the only 
place where omul, a won
derfully ·delicious fish, is 
caught. 



Tnere are vast wheat fields in Siberia. Combine harvesters 

gather fine crops here. 

Diamonds are mined in the north of Siberia. On 

the Chukchi Peninsula Chukchi hunters hunt for seals. 

After flying over Siberia and the Far East, we 

arrived at Kamchatka, easternmost part of the country. 

This is a region of fire-belching mountains called vol

canoes. We could see smoke curling up from some of 

the craters. The mountain peaks were capped with 

snow, while below potato and cabbage crops were 

growing in the fields. Fishing boats were putting out 

to sea for fish and giant crabs. They fish very far from 

shore and bring in huge catches. 

"What's the weather like here?" Dima asked. He 

was very surprised at what he saw. 



lt was June, the first month of summer. When we left 

Moscow, the grass and the trees were green, the sun 
was shining brightly, and people we.re lightly dressed. 

But now as we looked down here we could see 

the ground covered with snow. "Look, there are some 

people on a dog-sled!" Dima shouted. Soon we saw 
green grass again. 

"Look! There are people bathing in a river! Why 1s 

it summer and winter at the same time?" 

"You can find spring and autumn here, too," 



said. "That's because Siberia and the Far East are 

so big." 

While an atomic ice-breaker plies the Arctic Ocean, 

breaking up the ice floes with its powerful bow, the 

shores of the Amur River are adorned with flowering 

lianas, and children bathe and splash merrily 1n the 

water. 

Hardly anyone goes for a swim in the sea off the 

Kamchatka Peninsula because the water is too cold. At 

the same time, the hot springs near the mountains here 

form little lakes that are so warm you can bathe 1n 

them in winter, with the snow piled up high all around. 



PEOPLE AND THE DESERT 

From Siberia the plane then took us to Central 
Asia. No matter where we were, the temperature 
inside the plane never changed. lt was warm when we 
flew over snow and ice and warm when we flew 
over hot deserts. That was inside the plane. 

"What is it like down there now?" Dima asked. 
"lt's very hot ·i.n Central Asia in the summer. The 

people who live there have to struggle against the 
forces of nature to protect the crops from the heat 
and the sun and to supply them with enough water." 



....uHow do they struggle against the forces of 

nature?" Dima asked. 

"Look down and you' 11 see." 

We could see where ditches and canals had been 

dug across the desert. These ditches and canals 

carried water to the cotton fields, the vineyards and 

the orchards. The people of Turkmenia dug the 

Kara-Kum Canal across the great Kara-Kum Desert, 

where there is nothing but sand for hundreds of 

miles around. 

"What about places ·where there are no canals?" 

Dima said. 

"In some areas there are special sprinklers with 



long pipes that are like rain machines." 
There was a time when Kazakhstan was a very poor 

part of the country. Hardly anything grew there, because 
the sun was so hot. Now people who are bold· and 
strong have come to this part of the country. They 

have ploughed up the wild lands and planted crops. 
They have built new towns and villages that are full of 
trees and flowers. The towns are surrounded by 
fields that stretch on and on as far as you can see. 

Our plane was flying very fast and still there was 
no end to the fields. We could see trucks and tractors 
on the roads and in the fields. There were herds of 
horses and camels grazing along the banks of the 
rivers and lakes. The people here also mine ore and 
make steel which goes to make good and useful machines. 

There are orchards, cotton fields and great flocks 

of sheep in all parts of Central Asia. 



The orchards g1ve us apples, pears, peaches and 
plums. 

The cotton fields give us cloth for dresses, suits 
and shirts. 

The sheep give us meat and wool. 
There are so many sheep in Central Asia that no one 

really knows how many there are. 
The sheep graze in the mountains. As soon as they 

have eaten the grass in one place, they are taken to 
another. Sometimes they are even moved to new 
pastures by plane or helicopter! 

The. sheep· are not · used to travelling by air, but 
they are quite happy, fqr after an hour's flight they 
find themselves in new. green lush pastures. lt is 
worth taking the trip for that! 



ON THE SHORES 
OF THREE SEAS 

n 

The closer we came to the Caspian Sea, the more 

often we spotted oil derricks. There were oil wells in 

the Kara-Kum Desert. There were oil derricks right in 

the sea. There were oil wells on the Caspian shore, 



i n Turkmenia and in the Caucasus in Azerbaijan . 
Oil is very important, for no car can run without it, 
no motor ship can sail and no plane can fly. Many things 
besides gasoline are made from oil. Clothes, furs and 
even parts of machines are made from it! 

The Caucasian republics, Georgia, Armenia and 
Azerbaijan produce a lot of oil, iron ore, machinery, 



fruit, grapes, meat and wool. 
The people of the Caucasus 

are not only good workers, 
they are also wonderful riders, 
singers and dancers. 

We flew over the high 
mountains of the Caucasus 
and were soon flying over the 

sea again. First, over the 
Black Sea and then over the 
Sea of Azov. 

"What's that?" Dima asked, 
pointing at something below. 



There were many beautiful houses surrounded by 

g ardens along the beaches. 
"That's where people spend their vacations," I said. 

Ther.e are many summer camps for children and 

holiday homes for grown-ups, on the shores of the 

Caspian, the Black and the Azov seas. How nice it 
is to spend your holidays swimming i n the sea and 

sun-bathing on the beach . 



FOR US AND FOR OTHERS 

We saw many ships anchored in the port cities of 
the Black Sea. They were taking on tractors, trucks, 
machines and wh.eat. 

"lt's just like the Baltic Sea here," Dima said. 
"Right." 
"And the Far East." 
"Yes." 

,. 

"Where are all these ships going to go?" 
"To different countries," I said. "The people .of 

our country don't only work for themselves, they also 
help other peoples. Ships carrying machinery for new 
factories sail for India and Poland. Ships carrying 
grain and machinery sai I for Cuba and Africa. Ships, 
trains and planes carrying all sorts of .necessary goods 
are on their way to Vietnam, Bulgaria, Mongolia, 
Hungary, Korea, Yugoslavia, the German Democratic 
Republic, Czechoslovakia, Romania and other countries. 
Oil from our country is pumped along pip~lines to 
other friendly countries, and electricity goes to them 
along electric wires." 





THE LAND WE LIVE IN 

Dima and I flew al l over the 
country. Everywhere we went we 
saw something·· of interest. 

The Soviet Union is a big 

country, a country that is rich and 
strong, a country where so many 

different peoples live happi ly 
together. 
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